Drive to the Future
Ensuring more young drivers
are safe and qualified to drive
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HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

The Drive to the Future Program runs for at least
twelve months. Activities include:

Participants are also supported through the WA
Graduated Driver Training and Licensing (GDTL) system.
Often many young people need extra support.
Through Drive to the Future young people will gain:

1

LEARNER’S PERMIT

Passing eyesight and computerised theory test.

2

LEARNING TO DRIVE

Taking driving lessons and logging hours.

3

GAINING DRIVING EXPERIENCE

Logging at least 50 hours of supervised driving,
including five hours at night.

5

DRIVING TEST

Sitting the practical driving assessment.

6

✓ Literacy, numeracy and computer skills support
✓ Resume and job application support

HAZARD PERCEPTION TEST

Sitting the Hazard Perception Test after six months of
holding a learner’s permit.

4

✓ Support to obtain necessary identification
documents such as Birth Certificate or Medicare cards

PROVISIONAL DRIVER’S LICENCE

✓ Licensing enrolment support
✓ Small group or one on one theory practice
✓ Computer lab/room: access to the practice Learners
test and Hazard Perception Test practice

REFERRALS
Young people can be referred by PCYC, local
stakeholders and Police Officers.
Get in touch!

Provisional driver’s licence issued for the first two years.

BENEFITS FOR ALL
By providing quality instruction and guidance to
novice drivers, the program aims to improve overall
community safety.
Sadly, drivers under the age of 25 are over-represented
in road traffic injuries. Contributing factors to this statistic
include a lack of hazard perception, risk awareness and
self-assessment skills.
In many Western Australian remote and regional towns like
Moora, the only way to get to work or social events is by
car. So being able to drive safely is crucial.
Unfortunately, getting a licence to drive is an expensive
process, often out of reach for many young people. Thus,
affecting their ability to gain employment and take part in
social activities.
Thankfully, Drive to the Future will change this in Moora.

To find out more please contact
Kylie Dann | Drive to the Future Program Coordinator
moorapcycdttf@wapcyc.com.au
0429 464 673
11 Dandaragan St, Moora

